
Materials:Materials:
Included in Your Bag:
-Construction paper (blue, white, & orange)
-Pipe Cleaner
-Googly eyes
You Will Need:
-Cardboard tube
- Scissors
- Hot glue gun (with adult supervision)
-Pencil
-Markers and glitter pens (optional)
-Craft glue

Love Birds

1. Start by gluing the blue construction paper around the cardboard tube with
the craft glue…removing any unnecessary construction paper (with scissors).
2. With left over construction paper draw wings and glue them onto the back of
the tube with craft glue.
3. Draw lines on the wings to make it look like feathers.
4. With the hot glue gun (and adult supervision) glue the eyes onto the front of
the tube.
5. With orange construction paper, fold in half and draw a small triangle and cut
out from the fold. It should be a diamond shape when unfolded. Then, glue half
of the diamond onto the cardboard tube, so that the mouth opens up.
6. Draw a heart on the white piece of construction paper, then cut out and glue
(with craft glue) to the bottom part of the front of the tube.
7. To make the feet, start by cutting one inch off of the pipe cleaner. Bend it so it
looks like a “V”. Wrap another piece of pipe cleaner around the center of the “V”
so it sticks out the opposite side and resembles a “Y” shape. Repeat with the
other foot.
8. Bend the bottom of the “Y” shape so that it sticks straight up. Slide the feet
under the tube so that the part that sticks up is inside. With hot glue (and adult
supervision) glue the end to the inside of the tube.
**** To add special character and personality to your bird, you can cut little strips
into the top part of the cardboard tube to make it look like feathers.
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